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Math Activities for Ages Birth to 3 Years
Children are born ready to learn math skills. They notice quantities and are
tuned in to different shapes and sizes even before they can talk. So how do we
build on these innate skills, and why is it important? Here’s
why: Math skills — counting, simple adding and subtracting,
comparing sizes and shapes, noticing and making patterns,
problem solving — at kindergarten entry can predict later
success in school. How do infants and toddlers learn this stuff?
They learn by playing with toys, interactive games, building with blocks, singing
songs and reading books. And most importantly, they learn through everyday
interactions with you — their parents and caregivers. Use this book and the DoIt-Yourself kit (see back cover) to help you find the math in everyday routines
and add playful math activities to your child’s life.

Language connections

Numbers

Use phrases such as: “How many?” “one
more,” “one less,” “share,” “same as,”
“one, two, three,” “a lot,” “a few,”
“add/take away” and count things.

Knowing “how many”
Your child will begin to:

Books:
Goodnight Moon
by Margaret Wise
Brown, Barnyard
Dance by Sandra
Boynton

Build on her natural ability to notice
differences between very small groups of
objects, such as one vs. two, or two vs.
three.
Organize objects into groups and change
amounts by adding or removing objects.

Use your kit materials
Infants: While holding your infant, give
him one rubber duck and let him
explore it by looking, touching
and mouthing it. Say: “You have
one ducky.”
Toddlers: Place two blocks in a
group. “Can you put one more block here?”
Then say: “Now we have three blocks. One.
Two. Three.”
Blocks: Divide the blocks between your
child and you. Count the blocks out loud,
touching each one as you go: “You have
three blocks, and I have three blocks. We
have the same number of blocks.”

Provide hands-on opportunities for your
child to explore interesting things such as
blocks, plush toys and other easy-to-grasp
objects.
Create rituals like counting and kissing each
finger and toe before nap times.
Talk about who has more or less Cheerios.
Use number words such as “one,” “two” and
“three.” “You have one book. Here’s one
more. Now you have two books!”
Find ways to count with your child such as
counting steps while walking outside or up
and down stairs.

Chant with your child
while counting on your
child’s fingers or toes:
One potato, two potato,
three potato, four.
Five potato, six potato, seven potato more!

By the numbers

Understand and use words about quantity.

More fun things

Music and movement

Everyday fun practice
Help your child experience numbers
during everyday routines:
Getting dressed: “You have two feet:
one, two. You have two socks: one, two!
And you have two shoes: one, two! ”
Mealtime: Add one more cracker to your
child’s plate and say: “You have one
more cracker. How many crackers do you
have now? One. Two. Three.”
Grocery store: “We need
three apples and two oranges.
Can you help me count them
and put all five in the bag?”

25%

A newborn’s brain is
25% of its adult weight. A 3-year-old child’s
brain has grown to 83% of its adult size.

For fun: Why was six afraid of seven?
Because seven, eight (ate) nine.

Shapes

Language connections
Use shape and location words such as:
“round,” “square,” “over,” “up/down,” “in/
out” and “near/far.”

And spatial sense

Your child will begin to:

Book: Where’s Spot?
by Eric Hill

Explore objects (touching, mouthing) and
watch objects when they move.
Explore how things fit together and watch
objects move through space (fall, roll).

Everyday fun
practice

Explore how their bodies fit and move in
the world.
Begin to compare shapes through play.

Use your kit materials
Infants: Provide your infant with different
shapes, sizes, textures and sounds to explore
by touching, mouthing, moving or
shaking.

For infants and toddlers, significant learning
occurs during their play, daily routines and
interactions with adults.

More fun things
Provide teething rings in different shapes.
Provide simple puzzles and use words like
“turn,” “over,” “above” and “below.”

Toddlers: Create a space for block
play and other types of building. Say:
“Can you put another block on top of
the other block?”

Make play dough for your toddler to
experience how it feels and how she can
change the shapes from flat to round, from
long to short.

Empty container: Have your child put
in and then take out objects from the
container, using the words “in” and “out.”

Play hide and seek with toys. They can go
under the blanket, behind the chair, inside
the box.

Getting dressed: Point out different shapes,
like round buttons. Say: “I am
going to put socks on your
feet” or “I am going to put your
sweater over your shirt.”
Bedtime: While reading a book, point to
different shapes, trace them with your finger
and name the shape: “The ball is round.”
“The box top is a rectangle.”
Mealtime: Cut food into different shapes
and then name the shape: “Your bread is
a triangle.” “Your toast is a square.” “Your
sliced strawberries look like a heart.”

Music and movement
Have your child face away
from you and say or sing:
Round about, round about,
(Trace a circle on your child’s hand.)
Catch a wee mouse.

By the numbers

5

The number of servings of fruits and
veggies per day recommended by
nutritionists for toddlers.

For fun: Which one is lighter? A pound of
feathers or a pound of wood?
They’re equal. They’re both a pound.

Patterns

Language connections
Very young children love to hear patterns in
story and song.

What comes next?

Ask your toddler: “What
comes next?” “What do
you think will happen
next?”

Your child will begin to:
Notice and explore differences in objects
and people.
Match and sort objects with similar shapes,
sizes and colors.

Book: Baby Bear,
Baby Bear, What Do
You See? By Eric
Carle

Use your kit materials

Everyday fun practice

Participate in daily routines with caregivers.

Infants: Provide experiences that allow
your child to touch and play with the ducks
and blocks so he can notice
differences and similarities. Talk
with your child about what he
feels, sees and hears.

More fun things

Children thrive on routine.

Babies and toddlers delight in repetition
like playing peek-a-boo or hearing familiar
rhymes like patty-cake.

Getting Dressed: Talk about the sequence:
“First, let’s change your diaper. Next, let’s
put on your shirt. Last, let’s put on your
pants.”

Toddlers: Make patterns
together by alternating the blocks. Example:
Red, yellow. Red, yellow. Red, yellow.

Provide materials that can be sorted.
Example: Dump out a bucket of toy animals
and sort the large animals from the small
animals.

Toddlers: Stack two red blocks, then two
blue blocks, then two yellow blocks, making a
tall tower.

Clap your hands together making a pattern.
Example: Two claps, one clap. Two claps,
one clap.
Toddlers like to repeat — like filling and
emptying containers.

Bedtime: Sing songs with repetition and
read stories that use simple, rhythmic
patterns. Use steady beats and rhythms
while rocking your child.
Mealtime: Talk about what
comes next: “We wash hands.
We eat. We go outside.”

Music and movement
Baby in the Cradle
Baby in the cradle goes rock, rock, rock
(rock child)
The clock on the dresser goes tick, tick, tock
(swing your finger back and forth)
The rain on the window goes tap, tap, tap
(tap your fingers)
But here comes the sun so we clap, clap,
clap (clap your hands)

By the numbers

60%
For fun:

What did the zero
say to the eight?
Nice belt!

The percentage of parents
who admitted they were
afraid of their child’s
math homework.

Measurements
It’s all about comparing.

Language connections

Music and movement

Use words such as: “hot/cold,” “short/tall,”
“heavy/light,” “old/young,” “big/small,”
“fast/slow,” “empty/full.”

Head, Shoulders, Knees and Toes

Book: My Very First
Look at Sizes, by
Christiane Gunzi

Your child will begin to:
Notice differences in size, temperature and
other things we measure.
Explore objects that differ in size, weight
and volume.

Toddlers: Make a tower together
using the blocks. Draw attention
to the differences in size between your child
and the block tower and say: “You are taller
than your tower!”
In the kitchen: Use the measuring cups and
say: “Let’s use a big cup to measure the flour
and a small cup to measure the salt.”

Head, shoulders, knees and toes, knees
and toes
Head, shoulders, knees and toes, knees
and toes

Everyday fun practice

Use your kit materials
Infants: While reading to your child, point
out size differences by saying:
“Look, here’s a tiny little mouse
and here’s a great BIG elephant!”

(Hold your child’s hands and
gently move them to match
the lyrics. Speed up and slow down for
variety.)

More fun things
Plan simple experiences that help develop
ideas about measurement by providing
materials for your child to explore, such as:
Toys of varying weights and sizes, like small
blocks and balls.
Measuring cups, bowls, and different sizes
of spoons — especially fun in the bathtub.
Discuss taking sand out of a bucket to
make it light enough to pick up: “That
bucket is heavy. Let’s take some out to
make it lighter.”

Here are some ways to help your child
learn about measurement during everyday
routines:
Getting dressed: “It is cold
outside today, so you need a
jacket to keep you warm.”
Mealtime: “You ate two
spoonfuls of peaches!” and
“Your cup for juice is smaller
than your cup for your milk.”
Grocery store: “This carton of strawberries
is light. This bag of potatoes is heavy.”
Bedtime: “You slept for a really long
time today.”

Eyes and ears and mouth and nose
Head, shoulders, knees and toes, knees
and toes

By the numbers

74%

of all toddlers have
watched TV before the age of two.

For fun: Why didn’t the two fours want
dinner? Because they already “eight.”

To make the most of this book, create a

Do-It-Yourself Math Kit
10 easy-to-handle blocks
Liquid and dry measuring cups
Toy that comes in small, medium
and large sizes (rubber duckies)
Different sizes of recycled lids

Shake it! Roll it!
Spin it! DIY toy
Materials
• 2 juice or water,
liter-size plastic bottles
(with caps)

Plastic containers with matching
lids (empty margarine cups)

• Scissors

Egg carton and plastic eggs

• Filler-material (beans, rice or pasta)

Baby board books
Remember: To prevent choking, keep
all items larger than the opening of a
toilet-paper roll.

• Tape (clear or colorful)
Instructions
1. Cut off top fifth of both bottles
(keep caps). Discard bottoms.
2. Tape tops together at the cut edges
so they are firmly attached.
3. Uncap one and fill with beans, rice
or pasta.
4. Screw cap back on and glue in place.
From: playtivities.com
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